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STRONG MOMENT PROBLEMS
FOR RAPIDLY DECREASING SMOOTH FUNCTIONS

ANA LIA DURAN AND RICARDO ESTRADA

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. It is shown that the existence of rapidly decreasing smooth solutions

of various moment problems follows from the theorem of Ritt on the existence

of analytic functions with a prescribed asymptotic power series at the vertex of

a given sector.

1. Introduction

The problem of moments, as well as its many generalizations, have been the

object of research for over a century. In its basic form it consists of finding a

positive function <p(x), defined on a given interval /, that satisfies

(1.1) /Xn<p(x)dx = p„, «GN,

where {p„}„eN is a given sequence of real or complex numbers. We refer to

[1, 17] for an account of the classical aspects of this problem.

The moments play a rather important role in several areas of current in-

terest, including the theory of asymptotic expansions of generalized functions

[7, 8, 10], the theory of orthogonal polynomials [12, 14], and the theory of
distributional solutions of differential and functional equations [13, 19].

Recently, Duran [6] proved that when / = [0, oo), for an arbitrary se-

quence {pn}n€N , problem (1.1) admits solutions of the class 9*(0, oo) = {(p e

9": <f>(x) = 0, x < 0}. Here 9* = 9P(R) is the Schwartz space of rapidly
decreasing smooth functions [16]; namely,

9*(R) = U e C°°(R):   lim xn<p{m)(x) = 0, n, m G n} .
I |jc|-»oo J

The arbitrariness of the sequence {pn}neN had already been obtained by Boas

[4], who worked in the class of functions of bounded variation. This contrasts

with the situation when / is a compact interval, since growth conditions on

certain linear combinations of the p„ 's are required for existence, even in the

case when </> is a distribution [9].
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In the present article we show that this result as well as the existence of

solutions of more general problems such as the strong moment problem,

/oo
x"<f)(x)dx = pn,       nel,

-oo

can be obtained from the following theorem of Ritt [18, p. 41]:

Theorem. Let {bn}n^n be a sequence of complex numbers. Then there exists a

bounded analytic function F(z) defined in the sector Sa(a, /?) = {re'e: 0 < r <

a, a < 6 < f}} with the asymptotic power series

oo

(1.3) F(z)~Y,bnz\        z^0,zeSa(a,IS).    □
n=0

Actually, the function F(z) can be chosen analytic and bounded in the whole

sector S(a, 0) = S^a, Jl) = {rew :r>0,a<d<B}. This can be obtained

from the result for Sa(a, ft), a < oo, as follows. Write F(z) = f(h(z)),

where h: S(a, /?) —► Sa(a, /?) is a conformal map with h(0) = 0 and h(z) ~

z + c2z2 + c^z3 H-, as z —> 0, and where f(oi) is chosen as in the theorem

with asymptotic development f(oj)~do + dico + d2co2-\-, as co -> 0, with

the di 's chosen in such a way that, formally,

oo / oo \ / oo

^djiz + ^CnZ")    =Y,bnZ».
;=0        \ n=2 / n=0

2. Solution of the moment problem

In this section we use the theorem of Ritt to give a proof of the existence of

solutions in the class 9"(0, oo) of the problem

/•OO

(2.1) /    xn(j)(x)dx = pn,        nen,
Jo

where {/*n}„eN is an arbitrary sequence. This result was obtained by Duran

[6], who gave a different proof.

We first recall [2] that a function \p e 9'(R) is the Fourier transform

/•oo

(2.2) y/(u) = (p(u) =        eixu(p(x)dx
Jo

of a function <f> of the class 9"(0, oo) if and only if it can be extended to a

bounded continuous function *P(z) in the upper half plane Im z > 0, analytic

in Imz > 0 and vanishing as z->oo.

Since

(2'3) igffi-fjfW)*.

problem (2.1) is equivalent to that of finding \p = (/> in the class 9~(9"(0, oo))

that satisfies

(2.4) ipW(0) = inp„,        neN.
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We construct \p as follows. Let

(2.5) G(z) = eU-VW2,

where the branch of the square root is chosen so as to assure that G(z) —> 0 as

z —► oo in the upper half plane Im z > 0. Let the sequence an, ai, a2, ... be

defined as

1 ■>
(2.6) —-r =an + aiz + a2zz + --- ,        \z\ < 1.

<j(z)

Let 8 G (0, n/2), and let F(z) be a bounded analytic function in the sector

S: -3 < Argz < n + 8 with the asymptotic power series

(2.7) F(z)~bn + bxz + b2z2 + --- ,        z^O,zeS,

where

"   jk

(2.8) b„ = Y^ Y\^ka"-k-
k=o   '

Let ¥(z) = F(z)G(z). Then 4* is analytic in the sector S, and »F(z) =

o(z-'1) for each n e N as z —> oo within S. Also,

00    ~n        n

(2.9) y(z)„£L^,        z-,0,zg5.
n=0

It follows that, if \p is the restriction of *F to the real axis, then \p e

9~(9*(0, oo)) and ^ satisfies (2.4), as required.

3. The strong moment problem

In this section we consider the following strong moment problem: Find <f> e

9P(R) that satisfies ^"'(O) = 0, n e N, and

/CO

xn(f)(x)dx = pn,        nel,
-oo

where {pn}nei. is an arbitrary sequence. We refer to [3, 11, 15] for the study

of this problem in the class of the positive Radon measures.

Let y/(u) = <i>(u). Then y/ e 9'(R), and (3.1) is equivalent to the two sets

of conditions

(3.2a) ipW(0) = inpn,        n = 0,1,2,...,

(3.2b) /    pn\p(p)dp = n\in+xp-n-\,        n = 0, 1,2, ....
Jo

Using the construction of §2, we can find \pi e 9*(R) such that ^["'(0) =

i"p„ , n = 0, 1, 2, ... . We can also find y/2 e 9*(0, oo) such that
/•oo roo

(3.3) /    pn>p2(p)dp = nUn+lp-n-i-       pn<pi(p)dp.
Jo Jo

Then W - Wx + Wi belongs to 9*(R) and satisfies (3.2a,b). However, if </> - ip ,

the condition 0("'(O) = 0, n e N, might not be satisfied. Following a suggestion

of Professor C. Berg, we solve this by choosing ^3 G J^(-oo, 0) such that

/oo yO
y"y/3(y)dy = -nU"+,p-n-i- /    yHVi(y)dy,

-oo J—oo
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for n e N, and define ip = y/i + y/2 + y/3. This function y/ satisfies (3.2a, b)

but also

/oo yny(y)dy = 0,       «gN,
-oo

and thus if <p = y, then <pW(0) = 0, n e N .
Actually, the strong moment problem can be solved in 9^(0, oo); that is,

there are a e 9^(0, oo) with

/•OO

(3.6) /    xna(x)dx = pn,        neZ.
Jo

To see it, let {pn}nez be any sequence, and let <p e 9?(R) with </>(n)(0) = 0,

n e N, be a solution of the strong problem

,1 -n f°°     nx<   \J I '"a/2'      " eVen'
(3.7) /     xncp(x)dx = { n '
v Loo    ^ ' 10,       «odd.

Let p e 9*(0, oo) be given by p(x) = cf>(x) + <p(-x), x > 0. Then

/•OO

(3.8) /    u2np(u)du = pn,        nel.
Jo

Set

(3.9) a(x) = ̂ Q-,       x>0.

Then a e 9*(0, oo), and it satisfies (3.6).
Summarizing, we have shown the following result:

Theorem. Let  {pn}n€Z  be an arbitrary sequence.   Then there exist functions

</> G 9*(0, oo) that satisfy
/•OO

(3.10) /    xncp(x)dx = pn
Jo

for each n eZ.

A. Further remarks

Our results imply the existence of smooth functions 4>k G 9^(0, oo), k =

0,1,2,..., that satisfy the moment problem

/•OO

(4.1) /    xnMx)dx=^3nk,
Jo

where 3nk = 1  if n = k, 5nk = 0 if n ^ k is the Kronecker delta.   The
functions <pk(x) can be used as "smooth versions" of the Dirac delta functions

(-\)k8{-k\x)/k\, which also satisfy

(4.2) (<«,,■)=<,

In particular, if y/ e 9"(R) has moments pn = (y/(x),xn), n = 0,1,

2,... , then we could expect some relationship between ip(x) and the series
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X^0//n</>n(x). Although the series is not necessarily equal to y/ (it could even
be divergent), we do have the asymptotic relation

(4.3) y/(Xx) ~ pQ(f>n(Xx) + pi<pi(Xx) + p2<p2(Xx) H-,    as X —> oo

in the space 9"(R). The interpretation of (4.3) is in the distributional sense;
namely, that for each p e 9'(R) we have

(4.4)
/oo n *oo

y/(Xx)p(x)dx = ^2pj        cpj(Xx)p(x)dx + 0(X~"~2),    as X -* oo.
-OO _q J— oo

Relation (4.3) can be interpreted as saying that {<pk}ke® is an "asymptotic

basis" of the space 9P(R). Actually, (4.3) is a smooth version of the moment
asymptotic expansion [ 10]

(4„ fl^±tD^M, mX^,
n=0

valid if / is a generalized function of distributional rapid decay at infinity,

where the pn = (f(x), x") are the moments.

We would like to remark that our results imply that the class •# of entire
functions of the form

/•OO

(4.6) 0(z)= /    xz<p(x)dx,
Jo

where <p e 9^(0, oo), satisfies the following interpolation property: for each
sequence {pn}nez there are $e/ that satisfy

(4.7) <D(«) = pn,        n e Z.

The class ^ is larger than the class of entire functions of exponential type
[5]. Indeed, if <P g J? then there exists a e C°°(R) such that a(t) = o(e'n^)

as |/| -+ oo for each n e N, with

/oo ezta(t)dt.
-oo

For functions of exponential type, the o(t) has compact support. Actually,

there are sequences {pn}nez f°r which (4.7) does not have solutions of expo-
nential type.
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